CUTANEOUS SUPERFICIAL MYIASIS: REPORT OF A RARE NOSOCOMIAL PARASITIC DISEASE CAUSED BY SARCOPHAGA SPP. (DIPTERA, SARCOPHAGIDAE)
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SUMMARY

Flies of the genus Sarcophaga are known to cause myiasis in necrotic wounds and in anatomical cavities where fluids have collected. We present here the first case of external cutaneous myiasis by Sarcophaga larvae in the absence of skin ulcerations or necrosis. The host in this case was a geriatric patient with limited motor and neurological capacity who lives in a nursing home.

Of particular importance is that Sarcophaga is capable of causing myiasis even in the absence of cutaneous infections or significant stasis of fluids or secretions and that the larvae can cause damage in otherwise healthy tissue.
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INTRODUCTION

The term myiasis, first used by Hope in 1840 (1), refers to human and animal parasitical diseases caused by fly larvae. The definition in use today is by Zumpt (2). Cases of myiasis in humans appear fairly infrequently with most occurring in tropical areas due to the presence of species which cause specific myiasis (3, 4), and in developing countries where socio-economic factors create health and hygiene conditions conducive to parasitic situations for specific and semispecific myiasis (5).

Species from the genus Sarcophaga are responsible semispecific and accidental myiasis in humans (6) and animals (7). In the literature there are reports of Sarcophaga spp. larval infestation in the host's intestines (8), cutaneous lesions due to trauma and/or ulcerations (9, 10) as well as auricular (11), oral (12), ocular (13), nasal (14), and genital (15) infestations.

Larval development generally occurs in necrotic tissue or at the site of stasis of excretions or secretions in anatomical cavities. In the case we present, myiasis occurred in cutaneous tissue in the absence of infection or other conditions usually required by myiasigenic species.

CLINICAL CASE

In August 2010 a 75 year old woman was brought to the S. Croce e Carle Hospital from a local nursing home where, during routine care, a nurse had noticed the presence of larvae on the patient’s right hand. Her personal physician noted 10 larvae in the webbed space between her thumb and forefinger. They were removed and he referred her to the hospital. Three larvae were set aside in saline solution (NaCl 0.9%) for analysis.

The patient was bedridden and semi-paralyzed following a cerebral hemorrhage 30 months earlier which left her in a pseudo-vegetative state and with total paralysis of her right side. Upon arrival at the hospital her vital signs were stable and her personal hygiene as well as the sanitary conditions of the nursing home were reported as optimal though her room at the facility was well-ventilated via a window which lacked a mosquito-net.

At the site where the parasites were found (Fig. 1) it was possible to see a superficial fissure not longer than 10 mm (Fig. 2) which had not been noticed during the preceding days’ routine care of the patient.

Entomological evaluation of the specimens determined that they were Cyclorrhapha larvae and therefore the case could be classified as myiasis.

The patient was examined by a dermatologist who, in accordance with the entomologist, prescribed disinfecting the fissure followed by the application of antibiotic gentamicin 1% ointment; a roll of gauze was placed between the thumb and forefinger so that a space could insure further accumulation of sweat which could have resulted in recurrence of the infestation. The temperature of the patient’s hands was measured and a significant difference was noted between the two sides: 31.5°C (right), 34°C (left). After approximately 4 days the patients fissure was completely healed and there were no subsequent infections. The entomologist recommended the installation in the patient's room at the nursing home of a UV-A trap together with a sticky fly trap or a ventilation/capture feature and to further protect her with netting around her bed and/or a screen on the window. Subsequent examination
by the patient’s personal physician ascertained that there were no larvae present in other areas of her body (auricular, oral, nasal, genital and anal).

The 3 larvae which had been set aside were all confirmed to be second stage (L2). Two were sectioned and the anterior and posterior parts were placed in a solution of potassium hydroxide (KOH 10%) for 24 hours after which they were placed on slides; the conformation of the respiratory plaques (Fig. 3) and cephalopharyngeal skeletons (Fig. 4) allowed for identification of the larvae as second stage *Sarcophaga* spp. It was not possible to make a more specific identification due to the lack of identification keys which permit recognition of larvae from the family Sarcophagidae. The third specimen was preserved in ethanol (ETOH 70% v/v).

**CONCLUSIONS**

In our case it is important to note that in absence of the usual features which attract fly species prone to inducing semispecific myiasis (exposed wounds, necrosis, ulcerations, etc.), a female *Sarcophaga* laid larvae (L1) in an anatomical cavity lacking a solution of continuity, and the larvae began eroding the epidermis, causing a fissure.

Three factors may have attracted the fly to the patient’s hand: maceration of the tissue due to an accumulation of sweat, the below-average temperature of that limb, and the patient’s partial paralysis and neuro-vegetative condition.

Analysis of this case leads us to believe that species belonging to the genus *Sarcophaga* are capable, even in absence of a cutaneous solution of continuity or a significant stasis of fluids or secretions, to initiate myiasis and destroy healthy tissue. The implication is an increase of the parasitic relevance of the genus. An analogous parasitical locus was previously described involving *Lucilia* however it was in a patient with eczema (16).

Nosocomial myiases can be borne by various obligatory (specific) or facultative (semispecific) parasitic species and are found in various geographic areas (9, 17–21); they occur rarely in developed countries and are sparsely represented in the literature, particularly European cases (9, 18, 22). Factors that predispose nosocomial myiasis are: (i) individuals in a weak and/or debili-
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**Fig. 1.** Photo of limb affected by parasite. The arrow indicates the anatomical cavity parasitized (photo: M. Dutto).

**Fig. 2.** Webbed space between patient’s thumb and forefinger where the larvae were found. The arrow shows the fissure caused by the larvae (photo: M. Dutto).

**Fig. 3.** Respiratory plaques, *Sarcophaga* spp. larva (photo: M. Dutto).

**Fig. 4.** Cephalopharyngeal skeletons, *Sarcophaga* spp. larva (photo: M. Dutto).
tated condition, (ii) the presence of open wounds or necrotized tissue, (iii) inadequate hygiene or nursing care, (iv) absence of screens on windows and (v) summer season.

In order to prevent nosocomial myiases, hospitals and nursing homes should provide screens on windows and install UV-A traps together with a sticky fly traps or a ventilation/capture feature, especially in rooms where there are patients with severe tissue trauma or significant neurological deficit. More complete protection can be offered for high-risk patients in the form of mosquito netting around the patient’s bed.

Finally, with regards to myiasis classification, there are currently two types of classification employed: one based on the propensity of a species to induce myiasis (the parasite’s specific level of dependency), and one based on the anatomical location of the parasite (2, 23–25). The latter is wholly arbitrary and has no taxonomic basis but is of great importance in medical and parasitological settings especially with regards to diagnoses.

The case we have presented is a cutaneous myiasis. Until now cutaneous myiases have been subdivided into furuncular and traumatic myiases. As our case was not clearly one of these two categories, we propose the addition of the term “cutaneous superficial myiasis” to better describe cases such as the one we have reported.
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